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REAL CLASSES Iff THE ULTRAPOWER OP HEREDITARILY FINITE 3ETS 
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Abstract: For every non-standard n* we construct P 
such that in the ultrapower of the set of all hereditarily 
finite sets it holds: n P is a function from n* into a 
cofinal part of On and for every set x the intersection 
Pn x ia s set." 
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The model of all hereditarily finite sets ( ?t « 
m < V0 t Ef V 0 > ) is a model of ZP set theory of finite 
sets (^pin)* T n 6 s a m e i s ,fcrae f o r *ne altrapower #& * 
m ft, Gy ( « <M,E > f say; Z is supposed to be a non-
trivial altrafilter on co ). If we add to flt all subsets of 
Vo> we obtain a model of 6B set theory of finite sets 
(GBp^) • Let M ' denote the model obtained from ^t by ad-
ding all subsets of M (i.e. '$t/«<MuQf EuEf*Q> where 
Q «4xcP(M); -i (3f)(x « 4 g; Ml «* gcf? )?). Now the si-
tuation is quite different (we have ffi'^L GBy.^) since 
there is a "finite cofinal part of On M; more precisely for 
every non-standard natural number n* it holds in W.' that 
there is a mapping from n* onto a cofinal part of On . 
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We say that a class X is real ( Real (X) f see 1402 
[13) if the intersection of X with every set is a set. 
Oar question is if the submodel of $1' consisting of #t'-
real classes is a model of GBj-in * Tnt answer is *-©gativ« 
since we shall construct a "real finite cofinal part of On ". 
Conseqttently real classes of $&' cannot be closed under gode-
lian operations. 
This paper arose in connection with bttilding ap of the 
Alternative Theory of Sets (see C23). The inconsistency of 
some strengthening of the axioms of this theory was shown by 
using the construction described in the paper. 
We shall suppose AC and CH • 
Remark. Ultrapower as syntactical model (# , say) is 
an interpretation of GB in GB . Our construction shows that 
there is X£<-0* such that the intersection of X with eve-
ry # -natural number is a #. -set and X itself is not a 
* -set. In other words, there is an interpretation of the 
theory of semisets with the axiom (3 X sa>)( Vn c o>)(M(X n 
p.n) & -i M(X)) in GB . 
Lemma. If ,<y is a ZP-f ormula and if Xs M is count-
able then « I V (Vx£X)cp(x)—^(3 y)(g>(y) & Xsy) . 
Proof: Let X » ig^i i €<*>}& W b=* (VxsX)<gp (x) and 
let k denote the constant the value of which is x . Pat 
An -*4kL; ncca? (the class of all standard natural numbers). 
Let us define f(n) . i < g^n),!) ; i-^nj . Then for every 
n c co we have 
(1) « I V X . f"A»&<3ptf"kn> • 
»** ** there is n* the minimal na-
Since ff is a model of 2%in tmT° 
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toral number ( less than diagonal, say) with 
« l H* 9 ( f " n * ) . 
According to (1) we have 4ft'H> I S f ' n * . 
Theorem. For every n* non-standard nataral nombsr of 
Wt there i s F with 
1IXL'** Real(F) & Fnc (F) &D(F )c n * & ( V k ) ( 3 i ) ( £ € W(f) & 
& k < £ ) , 
Proofs Let n* he given, l e t A g . ? oc a? -J*- ? be a 
monotonoas part of n* (i .e.oc< /I < -K-^—s* 3# H» ^ e g c 
e n * ) and le t «{ h^ ; oc fi «K -j ? be a monotonous cof inal 
part of On^ ( i . e . oc <. fi «c . /£—•. ^t I* h^ e ^ e On & 
A (Vh)(3cc € ^ 1 )
/ ^ > r he On—» h€ h e) . We define by in-
daotion the sequence { f ̂  ; oC 6 -X^ } such that 
(2) t ^ ffl « 0 
(3) m ^ ^ + 1 . t ^ u K h ^ M 
(4) oc limit & (3 - s e c . — • 'Bt j-r f^c f^ & « f^ i s a mo-
notonoas fanotion from g^ into h ^ n . 
The existence of j^, for limit oc follows from the indae-
tion hypothesis and from Lemma (pat X mit*% (b 6 oc i 9 y de-
notes *Ux i s a monotonoas fanction from g^ into h^ w and 
pat f̂  »Uy ) . Finally le t t V w 3? - u * f « , * * *-#1* " 
i . e . (Voc e -H )̂ « t V f ^ s F It (Vx)(3oc > » L ' H x e F — • 
—> x e f^ • How we have 
1) W V-" w F i s a monotonoas fanction from n*6 into On 
(by (4 ) ) . 
2) (Voc 6 ^x) E V h^e 1(F) (by (3)) and therefore va-
laes of F form a cofinal part of On^ . 
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3) 7#l' Vsr Real(f) . Let xcM then there i s oc suoh that 
yfl fs=r W(x)n OnSh^ • By using monotony of f^' s we have 
^ ' N * (? - f^ )n x » 0 and therefore fflt'\** f m - f ^ n i 
Since #1 *= M(f n x) i t i s #£'*=-M(Fn x) . 
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